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Abstract—Link-state routing protocols are known to be robust
and to support shortest paths routing, but they do not sup-
port policy-based routing and suffer from scalability problems.
Therefore, traditionally, link state protocols are used for intra-
domain routing while path (or distance) vector protocols, such
as BGP, are used for inter-domain routing where policies and
scale are dominant. In this paper we present PSP, a path state
protocol for policy-based inter-domain, routing for a network
of Autonomous Systems (ASes) such as the Internet. A path
state protocol is an extended link-state routing protocol that
enables both link-states and path-states advertisements (of path
costs). PSP supports policy-based routing similar to BGP and
takes into account the Internet-like policies that are based on
business relations between ASes. PSP can run on arbitrary multi-
region (i.e., hierarchies, areas) networks which reduce global
traffic and improve scalability. We provide two versions of the
protocol: SLP (Shortest Legal Paths) that guarantees forwarding
of messages along the policy-based shortest path and SCLP
(Shortest Costumer-preferred Legal Paths) which is easier to
implement in a network. We prove the correctness of both
algorithms and provide various performance measurements on
a real ASes network.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet is a network of tens of thousands of smaller

networks called domains or Autonomous Systems (ASes).

Each Autonomous System belongs to a single, independent,

administrator and runs its own intra-domain routing protocol.

Reachability across the entire network is maintained by a

global inter-domain routing protocol working between the

ASes. While intra-domain routing protocols are focused on

performance and finding the best paths between hosts within

the same AS, inter-domain routing is governed by ASes’

policies and the business relations between neighboring ASes.

Most neighboring ASes in the Internet have one of the

following two business link types: I) Provider-Customer
relationship: the customer pays its provider for access to the

rest of the Internet. The provider may, in turn, be a customer

of another AS. II) Peer-to-Peer relationship: two peers find

it mutually advantageous to exchange traffic between their

respective customers. A peer-to-peer relation is between two

ASes with networks of similar size or scope that exchange a

comparable volume of traffic1. Depending on the link type an
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1Two ASes with a sibling relationship are ASes with different AS numbers,
but are under the same administrator and we consider them as a single AS.

AS can take one of the three roles: customer, provider, or peer.
These roles and business relations translate, in turn, to three

rules that govern the policies taken by ASes in the internet [1]

R1) AS Policy for its customers - an AS gives its customers

transit services toward all of its neighboring ASes.

R2) AS Policy for its providers - an AS gives its providers

transit services only toward its customers.

R3) AS Policy for its peers - an AS gives its peers transit

services only toward its customers.

Equivalently, these three rules can be described by the

following condition (policy): an AS x will allow to transit

data between two of its neighbors, through itself, if and only

if at least one of these neighbors is a customer of x. The result

of this condition is that not every possible path between ASes

is policy compliant and legal paths (i.e., paths that obey rules

R1-R3) are known as valley free paths.
Any inter-domain routing protocol needs to take these

policies into account. Current proactive routing protocols can

be divided into two main families: link-state and distance
vector (or path vector) protocols. The main difference between

these two concepts can be described as follows: in link-state

every node advertises its cost to its neighbors to all the other

nodes in the network, while in distance vector every node

advertises its cost to all the other nodes in the network

to its neighbors. The focus of link-state protocols is to find

shortest paths and they are known to be more stable, robust,

and converge faster after topology changes than distance

vector protocols. On the downside, link-state protocols do not

scale well since every cost change of an edge needs to be

broadcast to the entire network. In addition, current link-state

protocols do not support policy-based routing. Therefore intra-

domain protocols traditionally use link-state protocols such as

Open Shortest Path First (OSPF), and Intermediate system to

intermediate system (IS-IS) [2].
Distance and path vector protocols (path-vector protocols

are similar to distance vector but advertise paths instead

of costs) usually use less traffic and it is easier to control

their advertisements. Implementing policies in distance-vector

protocols is easier since a node can simply decide whether or

not to advertise a destination to its neighbor (depending on its

policy) without causing any contradictions or complications in

other nodes. This is part of the reason that the currently used

inter-domain routing protocol in the Internet, BGP, is a path-

vector protocol and not a link-state protocol. On the downside,

path vector protocols are less stable since they react much
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slower to topology changes and are much more vulnerable to

attacks (advertising a misleading path can cause more damage

than advertising a misleading edge cost).

Our Contribution: In this paper we present the first part

in an ongoing work on a new protocol that combines both

link-state and path vector into a Path-State Protocol (PSP).

In this part we mainly discuss the theoretical aspects of the

new ptotocol and prove its correctness and other properties.

A more detailed discussion including performance comparison

with other protocols such as BGP and HLP is part of the future

work of this research. The main features of the new protocol

are that it supports policy-based routes like in path vector and

BGP protocols, and it advertises information (i.e., path states)

globally like link-state and IS-IS protocols.

In PSP the network is partitioned into arbitrary regions

(groups of connected ASes that agree to share more infor-

mation) where every edge in the network must belong to

exactly one region. The members of each region use, between

themselves, a policy-based link-state protocol to find best paths

within the region. In turn, ASes that belong to more than one

region advertise to each of their regions (in a link-state fashion)

the path states they have learned from all other regions they

belong to. The outcome of this approach is that PSP can find

shortest legal paths (i.e., paths the obey the policies) while

reacting faster to topology changes and avoid oscillations or

count-to-infinity type problems. If each edge is a region then

PSP has a similar behavior to that of path-vector protocol and

BGP. On the other extreme, where the whole network is a

single region, PSP behaves like a link-state protocol (but with

the addition of policy support).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section

II compares PSP features and related protocols. Section III

presents PSP including a detailed explanation. Section IV

explains the concept of multi-region network and the operation

of PSP in such networks. In Section V we present simulation

results on a real Internet graph and in Section VI we conclude

and discuss future work. Due to space constrains we leave

some of the proofs and details for the full version [3].

II. PERVIOUS WORK: PSP VS. RELATED PROTOCOLS

In Table I we display an overview of the main features of

PSP (with its two versions - SLP and SCLP) compared to

BGP, and HLP [4], which is a protocol that also combines

both link-state and path vector protocols.

Nowadays , BGP has many deficiencies. A lot of work

was done in recent years to analyze the performances and

problems of BGP [5]–[9] and the need for a solution to these

problems led to a series of improvements and changes to the

BGP protocol that eventually increased its complexity to a

very high level.

Many of the problems BGP suffers from relate to the fact

that it is a path vector protocol. For example, the average

convergence time for most of the inter-domain routes in the

Internet is between 2 and 5 minuets, where in routes that are

not stable and tend to flap the convergence time can be on

Protocol BGP HLP PSP- PSP-
SLP SCLP

type path combined path path
vector state state

Supports policy + +/- + +
Shortest paths - - + -
Hierarchies none strict flexible flexible
Standard + + - +
forwarding table
Privacy strong partial partial partial
Stability - + + +

TABLE I
COMPARISON BETWEEN ROUTING PROTOCOLS

the order of hours [10]. PSP, on the other hand, runs a link-

state protocol inside a region and therefore any event (new

edge, change of cost, failed edge etc.) will be immediately

flooded to all the nodes in the region. Only in case a path-

cost is changed will it be broadcasted to other regions (similar

to BGP that advertises only path changes). PSP’s property of

global view of the network and finding only shortest (customer

preferred) legal paths also prevents long convergence time that

may happen in BGP as described in Example 4.1 in [11].

The fact that in BGP a node does not have the whole

network graph means that a certain amount of trust is required

between nodes and therefore attacks in the form of false

advertisements are fairly easy to accomplish. In PSP this kind

of attacks is much harder to accomplish as every node has

a full graph of its region, so false advertisements are easier

to identify and ignore. BGP keeps the nodes’ policies private

so sometimes contradiction between policies causes unstable

behavior [12], [13]. In PSP policies of the nodes are known to

everyone so such contradictions are again easier to identify.

HLP (Hybrid Link-state and Path vector) suggest by Subra-

manian et al. [4] is the protocol closer to our approach. HLP

uses the hierarchical nature of the relations between ASes

in the Internet (peer-peer, customer-provider) to divide the

network into hierarchies. A link-state protocol operates inside

each hierarchy, while information between hierarchies (peer-

peer links) is transferred in path vector, much like BGP, by

FPV (Fragmented Path Vector) packets that include only the

high level path (a path of hierarchies) and a path cost for each

destination. The hierarchies in HLP are strict and inferred only

from the Internet structure – each hierarchy is built from a

tier 1 node (a node with no providers) and all of its direct and

indirect customers (customers, customer’s customers, etc.) and

therefore are forced to be of very large scale. On the contrary,

PSP gives the flexibility of partitioning the network into almost

arbitrary regions (the equivalent term for hierarchies in PSP).

In addition, HLP does not describe any method by which

policy is supported inside the hierarchies; such a method is

one of the major contributions of PSP.

III. PSP: POLICY-BASED PATH-STATE PROTOCOL

A. Preliminaries and Protocol Overview: We model the

Internet as a graph of ASes called the Internet Graph G =
(V,E,w, T ), where V is the vertices set (ASes), E is the
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(undirected) edges set (links), w is an edge weights function

(link costs), and T is an edge type function that defines the

Link Type of each edge (Provider-Customer or Peer-Peer)

and the Role of each AS in the link. Let N(u) denote the set

of neighbors of u ∈ V. Let (x, y) and 〈x, y〉 denote undirected

and directed edges between nodes x and y, and w(x, y) be

the weight of the edge between x and y. The Role of each

node in each link is denoted by Lx(x, y), which indicates the

Role of node x in the link between x and y.

Each node x ∈ V advertises its links (or paths) in Link
State Advertisements (LSA) to all the nodes in the network (or

region) by some given broadcast mechanism (e.g., a type of

reverse path forwarding). Each LSA advertised by x contains

the cost of the link from x to a neighbor y and the Role
of x on the link (i.e., ”provider”, ”customer”, or ”peer”). If,

for example, x is a customer of y, then x will advertise the

link (x, y) with Lx(x, y) = ”customer” while y will advertise

the link (y, x) with Ly(x, y) = ”provider”. In case (x, y) is a

peer-to-peer link then both x and y will advertise it as peers.

As mentioned, PSP is a link-state based, inter-domain rout-

ing protocol that also supports advertisements of path states

information. Advertisements of paths are carried out by (lim-

ited) broadcasts instead of sending it locally to neighbors, as

in path vector protocols (e.g., BGP). Another major difference

from standard link-state protocols is that PSP supports policy-

based routing according to rules R1-R3.2

In PSP the network is divided into regions (groups of ASes)

where each region runs a policy-based link-state protocol that

finds what we call legal routes between nodes by performing

the Dijkstra Algorithm on a special graph named the policy
graph. For simplicity of presentation we start our explanation

by considering a network that is a single region; we extend

the discussion to a network with multiple regions in Section

IV.

B. The Policy Graph: As a result of the link state

advertisements by all the nodes on all the links, each node

in the network knows the network graph G = (V,E,w, T ).
From G, each node builds the policy graph, a directed graph

G∗ = (V ∗, E∗, w∗) that reflects the link relations between

ASes in the network. Since G∗ is built from G, all the nodes

in the network share the same policy graph. In turn, G∗ is

used as the input to the Dijkstra algorithm to find shortest

legal paths. We now describe the construction of G∗ from

an Internet graph G; in particular we define V ∗, E∗, and w∗,
the sets of vertices, directed edges, and edges weights of G∗,
respectively.

Creating the vertices set V ∗: Each node x ∈ V is represented

by the following five nodes in V ∗:
xdst A node for data whose destination is x.

x+
p A node for data flow from x’s providers or peers.

x+
c A node for data flow from x’s customers and data flow

that originates in x.

x−p A node for data flow to x’s providers or peers.

2The protocol can be extended to support more complex transit based rules,
but this is out of scope for this paper.

x−c A node for data flow to x’s customers.

Creating the directed edge set E∗: For each node x ∈ V we

add these edges:

1) According to rules R1, R2, and R3, for each x ∈ V ,

insert the following edges with weight 0 into E∗ (see

Fig. 1 (a)):

a) 〈x+
c , xdst〉 and 〈x+

p , xdst〉 - Any data that arrives

to x can terminate at x (provided that x is the

destination).

b) 〈x+
c , x

−
c 〉 and 〈x+

c , x
−
p 〉 - Data flow is permit-

ted from x’s customers to any of x’s neighbors,

providers, customers or peers (rule R1). Data that

originates in x is also permitted to flow towards

any of x’s neighbors.

c) 〈x+
p , x

−
c 〉 - Data flow from x’s peers or providers

is permitted only to x’s customers (rules R2 and

R3).

2) For each node y that is a customer of x insert the edge

〈x−c , y+p 〉 into E∗ with weight w(x, y) (see Fig. 1 (b)).

3) For each node y that is a provider of ,x insert the edge

〈x−p , y+c 〉 into E∗ with weight w(x, y) (see Fig. 1 (c)).

4) For each node y that is a peer of x insert the edge

〈x−p , y+p 〉 into E∗ with weight w(x, y) (see Fig. 1 (d)).

Next, we define the terms policy path and legal path and

then prove an important property of the policy graph G∗. For

u ∈ V , let u+ = {u+
c , u

+
p } and u− = {u−c , u−p } be the

sets for incoming/outgoing data flow to/from node u in G∗,
respectively.

Definition 1 (Policy Path). A path ̂P=(a0, a1, . . . , a2n, a2n+1)
in G∗ from node s to node d is called a policy path iff:

1) a0 = s+c .
2) a2n+1 = ddst.
3) 〈ai, ai+1〉 ∈ E∗, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2n.
4) a2k+1 ∈ u− for some u ∈ V , 0 ≤ k < n.
5) a2k ∈ u+ for some u ∈ V , 1 ≤ k ≤ n.

For a policy path ̂P from s to d let F ( ̂P ) be the corre-

sponding path in G. Namely, F ( ̂P ) = (s, b1, . . . , bn−1, d),
where {bi, s, d} ∈ V and for each 0 < i < 2n, a2i represents

bi in G∗. Note that every policy path ̂P in G∗ represents a

path in G (i.e., F ( ̂P )) but a path P in G is not necessarily

represented by a policy path in G∗.

Definition 2 (Legal Path). A path P in G is a legal path iff
it obeys rules R1-R3. A policy path ̂P in G∗ is a legal policy
path iff there exists a legal path P in G such that F( ̂P )=P.

We can now state our main result about the policy graph

G∗. This result permits us to use G∗ to find all and only legal

paths in G and, in particular, to find shortest legal paths in G.

Theorem 1. A path P in G is a legal path iff there exists a
policy path ̂P in G∗ such that F ( ̂P ) = P .

C. Standard and Extended Forwarding Tables: Recall

that every node s ∈ V that receives the LSAs from all

the other nodes in the network, builds the policy graph G∗
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 1. (a) The nodes that represent node x ∈ G in G∗ and the links between them. (b) - (d) The upper links are links between node x and node y in the
network graph G. The lower links are the same links as they appear in the policy graph G∗.

according to the rules presented in Section III. In the following

subsections we define the steps that each node s ∈ V takes

after constructing the policy graph in order to calculate legal

paths and update its forwarding table. But, first we define two

types of forwarding tables:
I. Standard forwarding table: For a node s a standard

forwarding table Fs maps a destination node w to a neighbor

of s, with the semantics that a packet arriving at s and destined

to w will be sent to the neighbor of s given by Fs. In

short, standard forwarding table mapping can be described as

(destination address)⇒(port).
II. Extended forwarding table: For a node s, an extended

forwarding table F̄s maps a destination node w and a boolean

indicator called Internal to a neighbor of s. The value

of Internal indicates whether the data comes from within

s or from customers of s (Internal = True) or data that

comes from providers or peers of s (Internal = False).

The semantics of F̄s is that for a packet arriving to s and

destined to w, if the packet came from a peer or a provider of

s it will be sent to the neighbor of s given by the forwarding

table entry with Internal = False, and if the packet was

originated in s or arriving from a customer of s it will be

sent to the neighbor of s given by the forwarding table entry

with Internal = True. In short, extended forwarding table

mapping can be described as (destination address, previous

node type)⇒(port).
We next present two routing algorithms for legal path

calculation: SLP for calculating shortest legal paths with an

extended forwarding table and SCLP for calculating subop-

timal legal paths but with standard forwarding table. Both

algorithms use the Dijkstra Algorithm to find shortest paths

on the policy graph but the updating of the forwarding table

is performed according to the specific algorithm.
D. SLP (Shortest Legal Paths): The SLP algorithm

ensures that each packet from a source node s to a destination

node d (s, d ∈ V ) will traverse the network in a shortest legal

path. Consider a node w on the path to d and a packet arriving

to w destined to d. In general, packets that arrive to w from

neighbors with different roles may be forward to different

routes. For example, according to rules R1, R2, and R3, data

that arrives to w from a customer is treated differently than

data from a provider or a peer of w. This demand requires the

use of an extended forwarding table.
To update its forwarding table any node s ∈ V runs Dijkstra

twice on G∗:
1) Starting from s+p . This case is for calculating shortest

Algorithm 1 SLP - Shortest Legal Paths

Require: G = (V,E,w, T ) network graph, built from the

link-state advertisements of all the nodes in the network.

Ensure: An extended forwarding table F̄s.

1: build G∗ = (V ∗, E∗, w∗) from G according to Section III

2: run Dijkstra on G∗ with node s+p as the source and get

the shortest-paths tree T

3: for all destination node udst ∈ V * do
4: insert the following entry to F̄s: Internal = False,

destination = u, next-hop = from T

5: end for
6: run Dijkstra on G∗ with node s+c as the source and get

the shortest-paths tree T

7: for all destination node udst ∈ V * do
8: insert an entry to F̄s: Internal = True, destination

= u, next-hop = from T

9: end for

legal paths for data arriving to s from providers or

peers. This phase updates F̄s’s entries with Internal
= False.

2) Starting from s+c . This case is for calculating shortest

paths for data arriving to s from customers and for data

that originates in s. This phase updates F̄s’s entries with

Internal = True.

Two runs of Dijkstra are required because according to R1,

R2 and R3 data that arrives to some node x from its customer

is treated differently than data from a provider or a peer of x,

therefore path calculation needs to be done separately for these

two types of data. The SLP algorithm is formally described

in Algorithm 1.

The main theorem of this section is the formal claim that

SLP indeed finds shortest legal paths.

Theorem 2. Let G be an Internet graph. If all the nodes
in G calculate their forwarding table according to the SLP
Algorithm, then every packet will traverse the network in the
shortest legal path.

E. SCLP (Shortest Customer-preferred Legal Paths):
SLP uses extended forwarding tables since it requires infor-

mation about the previous hop of a packet. Next, we present

an alternative algorithm, SCLP, that eliminates the need for

information about the packet’s previous hop, and thus enables

the use of standard forwarding tables. The downside of SCLP
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Algorithm 2 SCLP - Shortest Customer-preferred Legal Paths

Require: G = (V,E,w, T ) network graph, built from the

link-state advertisements of all the nodes in the network.

Ensure: The forwarding table Fs.

1: build G∗ = (V ∗, E∗, w∗) from G according to Section III.

2: for each edge 〈x+
c , x

−
p 〉 in G∗ change its cost to MaxPath

3: run Dijkstra on G∗ with node s+c as the source and get

the shortest-paths tree T.

4: for all destination node udst ∈ V * such that dist[udst] <
∞ do

5: insert an entry to Fs: for destination u the next hop

is according to T

6: end for

is that it finds shortest customer preferred legal paths instead

of shortest legal paths. A customer preferred path is a path

that always goes via customer if possible, formally:

Definition 3 (Customer Preferred Legal Path). A legal path
P = (a0, a1, . . . , an) from node s = a0 to node d = an is a
legal customer preferred path iff for all 0 ≤ i < n, ai+1 is not

a customer of ai iff there is no legal path from ai to d that
starts with one of a′is costumers.

Customer preferred legal paths are similar to the preference

rule given by Gao and Rexford in [1] that instructs BGP

speakers to prefer customer routes over peer or provider routes

to make the protocol more stable. Essentially, the difference

between SLP and SCLP is that for every destination SLP can

hold up to two entries in its forwarding table while SCLP

reduces this to exactly one entry by either removing the non-

customer entry when two entries exist or updating the non-

customer when it is the only entry. When the only entry is the

customer entry SCLP will take it as it is. In SCLP any node

s ∈ V first modifies G∗ by changing the weight of every edge

〈x+
c , x

−
p 〉 from 0 to MaxPath (which is a value larger than the

cost of any path in the network). Then s runs Dijkstra once on

the modified G∗ and updates its forwarding table. The Dijkstra

starts from s+c and note that shortest paths found by Dijkstra

will use non-provider-customer edges on paths only at nodes

that cannot reach the destination via custoumers, exactly as

required by the customer preferred path definition. The SCLP

Algorithm is described in Algorithm 2 and we can prove the

following theorem about its correctness.

Theorem 3. Let G be an Internet graph. If all the nodes
in G calculate their forwarding table according to the SCLP
Algorithm, then standard forwarding tables can be used and
every packet will traverse the network in a shortest customer
preferred legal path and reach its destination.

IV. REGIONS

PSP supports the partitioning of the network into arbi-

trary regions (groups of ASes), which in turn reduces the

broadcasting of advertisements in the network and makes the

protocol more scalable. In each region nodes run one of the

previously mentioned routing algorithms (SLP or SCLP) on

the region graph, which is composed of two parts: an internal

part (the region’s nodes and edges) and an external part

(edges to nodes that do not belong to the region). Aggregation

of advertisements for external paths allows the division into

regions to significantly reduce the number of advertisements

and the sizes of the forwarding tables (see [3]). Fig. 2 shows

an example of multi-region network, a region graph, and a

region graph with advertisements aggregation.

Next we introduce some formal definitions about regions,

explain what each node advertises in the network and finally

how to build the region graph for each region.

Definition 4 (Regions and Network Partitioning). A region
R is a set of connected nodes in the network graph G =
(V,E,w, T ). A network partitioning 	(G) is a set of regions
{R1, R2...Rn} with vertex sets {V1, V2...Vn} and edge sets
{E1, E2...En} where Vi and Ei are the vertex and edge sets of
region Ri, receptively. The set must follows these conditions:

1) E1 ∪ E2 ∪ ... ∪ En = E
2) Edge sets of regions are disjoint to each other. ∀i, j ∈

[1...n], i �= j, Ei ∩ Ej = φ
3) V1 ∪ V2 ∪ ... ∪ Vn = V

Note that the above conditions mean that a node can belong to

several regions but each edge belongs to exactly one region,

and that neighboring nodes belong to a common region. Nodes

inside a region run among them the same PSP algorithm (i.e.,

SLP or SCLP).

Advertisements: A node u ∈ G in the network will operate

as follows: Let Ru = {Ru
1 , R

u
2 ...R

u
j } be the set of regions

node u belongs to. For every region Ru
k , 1 ≤ k ≤ j, node u

will advertise LSAs to all the nodes in region Ru
k . Each LSA

can be one of the following two types:

1) Internal entries - For each neighbor v of node u s.t.

v ∈ Ru
k , the LSA will contain: v, the Role of u in the

link between (u, v), and the link cost (i.e., w(u, v)).
2) External entries - For each entry in u’s forwarding for

a destination node w s.t., the next hop v toward the

destination is not in Ru
k , the LSA will contain: w, the

Role of node u in the link between u and v, the total

cost of the path from node u to w. Note that in case

PSP is operating with SLP, then u may have two entries

in its forwarding table for each destination (for different

roles). This means that u will include two entries for

each destination in its advertised LSA.

Building Region Network Graph: The region graph Gi =
(V ′i , E

′
i) of a region Ri is the graph each node in region Ri

builds upon receiving the LSAs of its region. It includes of

two parts:

1) Internal part - The internal vertex set Vi is the set of

nodes of the region and the internal edge set Ei is a

subset of E (the edge set of the network graph G). Note

that the internal part must be connected (Definition 4).

In the example shown in Fig. 2 (b) the internal part is

surrounded by a circle.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2. (a) A possible partitioning of a network to regions. (b) The region network graph of region A without aggregation. (c) The region network graph of
region A with aggregation.

2) External part - The external vertex set V e
i has all the

external nodes (nodes where the next hop does not

belong to region Ri) known to the nodes of region Ri by

advertisements they got from other regions they belong

to. Each node in V e
i is attached by one or more edges

to nodes in Vi where each such edge is a virtual edge

that represents the full path from a region’s Ri node that

got the advertisement for the external node. These edges

form the external edge set Ee
i . In the example shown in

Fig. 2 (b), the external part is composed of all the edges

and nodes that are outside the circle.

The nodes and edges of Gi are now: V ′i = Vi ∪ V e
i and E′i =

Ei ∪ Ee
i .

To update its forwarding table, each node v that belongs to a

region Ri builds its region network graph Gi = (V ′i , E
′
i). From

this graph v builds its policy graph G∗i as explained in Section

III, performs the Dijkstra runs on it according to the protocols

defined to work in region Ri - SLP or SCLP and updates its

forwarding table accordingly. Note that since node v has a

single forwarding table but it can belong to several regions,

all the regions v belongs to must run the same protocol - SLP

or SCLP because each of them requires a different structure of

a forwarding table. This limitation effectively means that all

the regions in the network must run the same protocol since

by the network partitioning definition (Definition 4) each two

neighboring nodes belong to a common region.

Formally, we can prove that the path properties of SLP and

SCLP remain under the network’s partitioning.

Theorem 4. Let G be an Internet graph and 	(G) be a
network partitioning of G into regions. If all the nodes in G use
PSP with SLP (SCLP) protocol to calculate their forwarding
tables, then a packet from any source node to any destination
node will get to the destination in the shortest legal path
(shortest customer preferred legal path).

V. SIMULATION

To study the performance of PSP we used a real life dataset

of connections between the ASes in the Internet taken from

CADIA [14] and a java program we wrote using the JGraphT

package [15]. The results presented in the next sub-section

deal with the differences in path lengths between SLP and

SCLP. The second set of results is presented in Section V and

deals with the partitioning of the graph into regions and its

influence on the number of protocol messages.

The dataset contains all the connections between ASes in

the Internet with their types: provider-customer, peer-peer,

or siblings. We considered sibling ASes as a single AS so

the set includes 33382 different ASes and 80250 links. Both

simulations are based on an Internet graph that was built from

the mentioned dataset.

Path Calculations: In this simulation we compared path

lengths between our two proposed routing algorithms - SLP

and SCLP. Since we already proved that both algorithms keep

their shortest paths properties in a partitioned network (The-

orem 4) we considered the network graph in this simulation

as a single region. We considered nodes by their tier. A node

has tier-x according to the following definition:

Definition 5 (tier). Node u’s tier is determined according to
the following rules:

1) If u has no providers then u is a tier 1 node3.
2) If u has a set of providers and its provider with the

lowest tier is a tier x node then u is a tier x+1 node.

Overall we measured path lengths from 11540 nodes (to all

nodes) which are 34.5% of the whole network and the results

were normalized to the whole network by weighting the result

for each tier by its size.

Our major finding is that while the average path length of

SLP is 3.78 hops, SCLP average path length is 4.62. This

is an improvement of about 18% or 0.84 hops per node. If

a node sends one message to each destination, SLP reduces

the number of hops traversed in the network by 28, 000 in

average. Moreover SLP finds shorter paths for about 42% of

all source-destination paths in the network.

Each row in Table II represents a tier x and has the following

information: The column SLP shorter paths represents the

percentage of source-destination pairs in which SLP’s path is

shorter that SCLP’s path out of all source-destination pairs that

their source is a tier x node. The columns Difference in hop

3nodes with no providers and no costumers are considered tire 2 nodes.
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Nodes SLP Difference in Difference in
shorter paths hop count percentage

Tier 1 14 38% 0.61 17%
Tier 2 9496 23% 0.33 9%
Tier 3 17099 48% 1.03 21%
Tier 4 6002 50% 1.01 18%
Tier 5 733 61% 1.37 21%
Tier 6 38 50% 0.75 11%
Network 33382 41.9% 0.84 18.1%

TABLE II
PATH LENGTH COMPARISON BETWEEN SLP AND SCLP

count and Difference in percentage represent the average

improvement of path length in SLP compared to SCLP in

hop count and in percentage, respectively. The last row shows

the interpolated result for the whole network. Note that tiers

2, 3, 4 have almost 98% of the nodes, and among them the

improvement in tiers 3, 4 is much more significant than tier 2.
Regions and Protocol Messages: In this section we check

the number of protocol messages each node transmits to get the

network from a zero state (no node knows any other node) to

a steady state (every node knows every other node) in various

partitionings of the network into regions. For simplicity of

presentation we used an aggregation method in which each

region is advertised externally as a single message.

First we partitioned the network into roughly even size

regions in a BFS-based method and then we calculated the

number of messages each node transmits (see full version [3]).

The results of the simulation are shown in Fig. 3 which

gives the average number of messaged per node as a function

of number of regions. The left end of the graph represents

the extreme case in which the network is partitioned into one

region, which means it is effectively unpartitioned. In this case

PSP actually behaves as a pure link-state protocol and the

number of total protocol messages is maximal. The right end

of the graph represents the other extreme case in which each

edge in the network is a region. In this case the behavior of

PSP would be similar to BGP since all the advertisements

will be external and contain destinations and costs, as in a

path-vector protocol.

The optimal partitioning of the network is achieved when

the network is partitioned into 62 regions with an average

size of 1077 nodes each. In this case the average number

of protocol messages each node will transmit is 76.7% less

than in an unpartitioned network and 57% less than in a

fully partitioned network. Alternatively, we can partition the

network into 1000 regions with an average size of 76 nodes

each instead of constructing regions of 1077 ASes, which may

be hard to accomplish because of the complex business rela-

tions between so many ASes. This will cost us with 7% more

protocol messages per node than in the optimal partitioning,

but it will still be 75% less than in an unpartitioned network

and 54% less than in a fully partitioned network.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we present a novel type of routing protocol,

Path-State Protocol (PSP), that combines both link-state and

Fig. 3. Number of protocol messages per node by the number of regions.

path-vector approaches. PSP supports policy-based routing and

fits for inter-domain routing. We provide an initial study of

PSP and acknowledge that further study is required. In particu-

lar we would like to test a full protocol implementation against

BGP and HLP. The quality of convergence time and stability

of PSP is not yet well understood (and proved) and we would

address these issues in future work. Nevertheless, presenting

the protocol and the basic idea of path-state approach, together

with our initial theoretical and simulation results, is important

and could contribute to future discussion.
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